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Comparison of facial expression was studied in this paper using several properties associated with 
the faces. Actually, as the facial expression changes, the curvatures developed on the face and the 
dimensions of the objects such as eyebrows, lips and the 
exist changes in the intensity of the pixels corresponding to these objects. Therefore it was found 
that the natural eye could distinguish these sharp changes and understand the facial expressions 
accordingly. Comp
carried out. We have taken face as one object and compared the facial expressions for five types of 
emotions in the case of Indian and Japanese faces.  The percentage changes wer
regard to certain parameters related to different expressions associated with the face and that of the 
neutral face of the same person. The experimental results predicted a definite change in every trail. 
These results can also be used as a
objects in the given environment.  The results are found to be of immense scientific interest.   
 
 

 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

To improve visibility and to extract maximum information 
from an image, a number of image processing techniques are 
applied. Techniques include convolution edge detection, 
filters, trend removal, and image analysis. 
Enhancement techniques make information 
particular, histogram equalization will redistribute the 
intensities of the image of the entire range of possible 
intensities (usually 256 gray-scale levels). Unsharp masking 
subtracts smoothed image from the original image to 
emphasize intensity changes. whereas convolution
program that consists of 3x3 masks operating on pixel 
neighborhoods. High pass filters application emphasizes 
regions with rapid intensity changes. Low pass filter smoothen 
images blurs regions with rapid ch
filters normally decrease noise by diminishing statistical 
deviations. Adaptive smoothing filters sets pixel intensity to a 
value somewhere in between the original value and the mean 
value corrected up to the degree of noisiness. It is good fo
decreasing the statistical, especially single dependent noise. 
Median filter usually sets pixel intensity equal to median 
intensity of pixels in neighborhood. This is an excellent filter 
for eliminating intensity spikes.  But, sigma filter sets pixel 
intensity equal to mean of the intensities in neighborhood 
within two of the mean which is a good filter for signal 
independent noise. Trend removal programs remove intensity 
trends varying slowly over the image. Row column fit fits the 
image intensity along a row or column by a polynomial and 
subtract it from the data. It chooses row or column according 
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ABSTRACT 

Comparison of facial expression was studied in this paper using several properties associated with 
the faces. Actually, as the facial expression changes, the curvatures developed on the face and the 
dimensions of the objects such as eyebrows, lips and the area of the mouth change. Naturally there 
exist changes in the intensity of the pixels corresponding to these objects. Therefore it was found 
that the natural eye could distinguish these sharp changes and understand the facial expressions 
accordingly. Comparison of Indian facial expressions with that of Japanese face expressions is 
carried out. We have taken face as one object and compared the facial expressions for five types of 
emotions in the case of Indian and Japanese faces.  The percentage changes wer
regard to certain parameters related to different expressions associated with the face and that of the 
neutral face of the same person. The experimental results predicted a definite change in every trail. 
These results can also be used as a tool to design intelligent systems which recognizes different 
objects in the given environment.  The results are found to be of immense scientific interest.   
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To improve visibility and to extract maximum information 
from an image, a number of image processing techniques are 
applied. Techniques include convolution edge detection, 
filters, trend removal, and image analysis. 

techniques make information more visible. In 
particular, histogram equalization will redistribute the 
intensities of the image of the entire range of possible 

scale levels). Unsharp masking 
subtracts smoothed image from the original image to 

whereas convolution method is a 
program that consists of 3x3 masks operating on pixel 
neighborhoods. High pass filters application emphasizes 
regions with rapid intensity changes. Low pass filter smoothen 
images blurs regions with rapid changes. Noise 

normally decrease noise by diminishing statistical 
deviations. Adaptive smoothing filters sets pixel intensity to a 
value somewhere in between the original value and the mean 
value corrected up to the degree of noisiness. It is good for 
decreasing the statistical, especially single dependent noise. 
Median filter usually sets pixel intensity equal to median 
intensity of pixels in neighborhood. This is an excellent filter 
for eliminating intensity spikes.  But, sigma filter sets pixel 

ensity equal to mean of the intensities in neighborhood 
within two of the mean which is a good filter for signal 

programs remove intensity 
trends varying slowly over the image. Row column fit fits the 

a row or column by a polynomial and 
subtract it from the data. It chooses row or column according  
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to direction that has the least abrupt changes. 
detection program sharpens intensity transition 
helps to draw a line of debarkation between two regions of 
different intensity. Image analysis
information from an image. Gray
mapping of intensity of pixels in file to intensity displayed on 
a computer screen. Slice plots intensity versus position for 
horizontal, vertical, or arbitrary direction. This will List the 
intensity versus pixel location from any point along the slice. 
Image extraction  extracts a portion or the whole image and 
creates a new image with the selected area. Image statistics 
will calculate the maximum, minimum, average, standard 
deviation, variance, median, and mean
the image data. 
 
Various image processing approaches based on textures, 
spatial variation, HSV color 
feature based on histogram and some of the pattern 
recognition methods, like gray level covariance matrix, 
roughness of the text, perimeter of edge are highlighted. 
expressions provide an important behavioral measure
study of emotion, cognitive processes, and social interaction. 
Facial expressions are the means to convey emotions, feelings, 
warning signs of dangers, happiness, disappointments, 
confidence etc. of human beings. It is injected into the living 
things from the womb to tomb. Psychologists, Saints and Men 
of spirituality consider facial expressions as indications of 
hidden truth and exposition of sudden feelings, in the right 
way, at the right time without any reservations. 
expression analysis and recognition have received substantial 
attention from researchers in biometrics, pattern recognition, 
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Comparison of facial expression was studied in this paper using several properties associated with 
the faces. Actually, as the facial expression changes, the curvatures developed on the face and the 

area of the mouth change. Naturally there 
exist changes in the intensity of the pixels corresponding to these objects. Therefore it was found 
that the natural eye could distinguish these sharp changes and understand the facial expressions 

arison of Indian facial expressions with that of Japanese face expressions is 
carried out. We have taken face as one object and compared the facial expressions for five types of 
emotions in the case of Indian and Japanese faces.  The percentage changes were computed with 
regard to certain parameters related to different expressions associated with the face and that of the 
neutral face of the same person. The experimental results predicted a definite change in every trail. 

tool to design intelligent systems which recognizes different 
objects in the given environment.  The results are found to be of immense scientific interest.    

, Academic Journals. All rights reserved. 
 

to direction that has the least abrupt changes. An edge 
detection program sharpens intensity transition regions and 

to draw a line of debarkation between two regions of 
Image analysis programs extract 

information from an image. Gray-scale mapping alters 
mapping of intensity of pixels in file to intensity displayed on 

een. Slice plots intensity versus position for 
horizontal, vertical, or arbitrary direction. This will List the 
intensity versus pixel location from any point along the slice. 
Image extraction  extracts a portion or the whole image and 

with the selected area. Image statistics 
will calculate the maximum, minimum, average, standard 
deviation, variance, median, and mean-square intensities of 

Various image processing approaches based on textures, 
 space, spatial correlation, and 

feature based on histogram and some of the pattern 
recognition methods, like gray level covariance matrix, 
roughness of the text, perimeter of edge are highlighted. Facial 
expressions provide an important behavioral measure for the 
study of emotion, cognitive processes, and social interaction. 
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warning signs of dangers, happiness, disappointments, 
confidence etc. of human beings. It is injected into the living 
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and computer vision communities. Their applications are quite 
large such as security, communication, and entertainment. 
Facial expression analyses is generally classified in to two 
methods 
 

1. Geometric feature-based methods- It present the 
shape and locations of facial components (including 
the mouth, eyes, brows, and nose). The facial 
components or facial feature points are extracted to 
form a feature vector that represents the face 
geometry.  

2. Appearance- based methods apply image filters such 
as Gabor wavelets to either the whole face or specific 
regions in a face image to extract a feature vector 
With few exceptions, most AFEA systems attempt to 
recognize a small set of prototypic emotional 
expressions (e.g. disgust, fear, joy, surprise, sadness, 
anger). This practice may follow from the work of 
Darwin, and more recently Elman and Friesen and 
Izard et al., who proposed that emotion-specified 
expressions have corresponding prototypic facial 
expressions. In everyday life, however, such 
prototypic expressions occur relatively infrequently. 
Instead, emotion more often is communicated by 
subtle changes in one or a few discrete facial 
features, such as tightening of the lips in anger or 
obliquely lowering the lip corners in sadness. To 
capture such subtlety of human emotion and 
paralinguistic communication, automated recognition 
of fine-grained changes in facial expression is 
needed. The facial action coding system (FACS) is a 
human-observer-based system designed to detect 
subtle changes in facial features. Viewing videotaped 
facial behavior in slow motion, trained observers can 
manually code all possible facial displays, which are 
referred to as action units and may occur individually 
or in combinations.  
 

A detailed analysis of a research works on the facial 
expression recognition over the last decade is found in [Fasel 
and luettin, 1999]. Recognition of face using eigen space 
projection methods [Turk and Pentland, 1991] was very well 
explained which had concentrated on the pixel levels. Each 
image is treated as a one dimensional vector and compared to 
detect the correct one. Later this method was improved using 
fisher space [Yang and Frangi, 2003]. Then facial features are 
extracted  using haar classifiers[ Wilson and Fernandez, 
2006]. Eigen decomposition method was developed [Randy  
and Hoover, 2009] to recognise the sub spaces in a face which 
was based on the spectral theory. Even the  facial features are 
analysed on the wrapped images[ Hui Li,  and Guang Yang, 
2006]. Face recognition process has two phases, representation 
and learning, both of which are recurring topics in computer 
vision. The primary task of representation is to find efficient 
salient features from raw face images.  There are various 
methods, by which one can recognize faces accurately, but the 
recognition of emotions became a topic of high attention as we 
failed to put a line of demarcation between one expression 
with the other. Of course, it is subjective and the level of 
understanding the emotions has changed as the new and 
sophisticated models and algorithms are developed. For 
security reasons, the focus is diverted even to understand the 
true and false expressions in the face. The wide range of 
potential applications of the present research includes, image 

understanding, synthetic animation, psychological study and 
intelligent human computer interaction and has lead to more 
attention on the facial expression recognition systems. In man, 
facial expressions were well studied, since 1971 by the 
pioneers viz., [Ekman and  Friesen, 1971]. Even in the theory 
of evolution [ Darwin, 1872], there are reminiscence of the 
rule of automatic facial expression, to grab new shapes and 
intelligence in the transformation process of one animal into 
another. The authors are acclaimed of their contributions to 
the postulation of six primary emotions - happiness, sadness, 
fear, disgust, surprise and anger. These six distinctive facial 
expressions are unique in their feature. Emotions often come 
out as gestures, postures and even body languages in human 
beings. It may attain different forms with or without voice 
modulation to convey different needs, feelings, and 
anticipation. Initially, automatic facial expression was of great 
concern to psychologists but later it gained momentum due to 
its application for face detection, face tracking, face 
recognition, image understanding, facial nerve grading [ 
Gantz, and Rubinstein,  1999] in medicine etc. Now, around 
the globe researches are being conducted on different areas 
like facial image compression, synthetic animation [Koenen, 
2000], video-indexing, robotics and virtual reality in addition 
to psychological studies.  
 
It was difficult to explain facial expressions by simple 
measurements of wrinkles or textures. So, facial expression 
intensity measurements were also started. Again, it was further 
evolved that simple static images do not clearly depict subtle 
changes in faces and hence accurate timings were also 
recorded as yet another facial expression parameter. 
Accordingly, three important temporal parameters viz. onset 
(attack), apex (sustain), offset (relaxation) were studied. The 
reliability of these facial measurements was often subjected to 
errors, since it was being done by human coders. The Facial 
EMG (electromyographic) [Schwartz and Fair, 1976] was 
extensively used for automatic computation of onset and offset 
of facial expression. Accordingly, two different 
methodological approaches came into existence viz. (i) 
Judgment based and (ii) Sign vehicle based [Ekman, 1982 ]. 
Through this paper we would like to discuss some of the key 
parameters which can help in classifying and comparing the 
facial expressions related to Indian and Japanese faces. A 
through survey of the literature pertaining to this topic reveals 
that no work is available in this direction. Therefore the 
present investigation is undertaken in order to predict 
qualitative as well as quantitative results pertaining to the 
comparison of facial expression of deferent continents. It is 
quite amazing to see how our mind is able to put a line of 
demarcation between two expressions of the same face. Not 
only it distinguishes the facial expressions but also faces of 
different continents.  Visual perception may be dependent 
solely on the curvatures and the resultant geometry and shapes 
developed on the face. It is unimaginable that the calculations 
we implement are also happening in our mind before 
distinguishing different facial expressions. Parametric analysis 
of facial expressions related to the components such as nose,  
mouth and eyes on  Japanese faces is reflected in [ Srimani 
and Ramesh Hegde, 2011].   
 

 

 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 

The methodology consists of comparing the changes in certain 
parameters corresponding to the neutral Indian face with other  
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expressions of the same face  including anger, happy, sad and 
surprise. Then these results were compared with Japanese 
faces for the similar expressions.   In the following sections 
the details about the obtained features are discussed. 
 
Data set description 
 
It is important to discuss the facial expression database and 
calculation of different parameters. We have used the Japanese 
female Facial expression(JAFFE) database. It si downloaded 
from the site http://www.kasrl.org/jaffe.html. This (fig.1)is 
used for testing  the variations in them with respect to entropy,  
skewness and  kurtosis.  It contains 213 grayscale images of 6 
facial expressions (happiness, anger, sadness, fear, disgust and   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
surprise) plus one neutral face posed by 10 Japanese women. 
The size of each image is 256X256.   Tests are performed for 
investigating the  changes with respect to above said 
parameters   on neutral face and different expressions of the 
same face  by using VC++ software. Then the same is tested 
for the Indian data base (fig.2) created by ourselves using sony 
cyber shot camera with 12.1mega pixels resolution. This 
database consists of female faces of 55 students  belonging to 
the final year degree course at Acharya institute of technology, 
Bangalore, India. In each case five different expressions are 
considered, ie., angry, sad, surprise, happy along with neutral 
face.  

 
 

Fig 1. Sample of Japanese female Facial expression (JAFFE) database 

 

 
   

Fig 2. Sample of indian face database 
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Fig 3.  Entropy vs indian face expressions   

         
Fig 4. Entropy vs japanease face expressions 

 
Figure. 3 represents the variation of entorpy of faces with 
changes in expression on indian faces. From the graph it is 
clear that variations in entropy is same for face F and G. But 
the entrpy variations is deeper in case of F than G. Further, 
figure 4. represents the variation of entropy of faces with 
changes in  expression on the japanease faces. In this  case, the 
face B and D exhibit similar varitions with B having deeper 
changes. 
 

 
Fig 5. Skewness vs indian face expression      

 
Fig 6. Skewness vs japanease face expressions 

 

Figure 5. and figure 6. represent the variations of skewness in 
indian and the japanese faces respectively with the facial 
expressions. In this case also the variation of skewness for two 
faces are found to be the same but not in others.  

 
Fig 7.  Kurtosis vs indian face expressions 

 
Fig 8.  Kurtosis vs japanease face expressions 

 
Figure 7. and figure 8. represent the variations in kurtosis of 
indian and the japanese faces  respectively as the facial 
expression change. In this case, surprisingly most of them 
posess similar changes. Incase of japanese faces the variation 
in kurtosis  is large from happy to angry face and then from 
angry  to sad, and the variation is symmetric on either side of 
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the angry faces in both the cases.  From the above experiments 
again it was clear that the entropy and the skewness are 
inversely proportional to each other. The component with 
greater entropy will have lesser skewness. I.e., if the 
information in the image is more, then the image is less 
asymmetric. From the graphs six out of ten are plotted, two of 
them show similar changes as the facial expressions change. 
For the remaining there are  no similarities at all. That  is just 
30% of the human faces will have similar variations with 
respect to different facial expressions.  

 
Conclusions 
 
Human faces contain abundant information of human facial 
behaviors. According to Johansson’s point-light display 
experiment, facial expression can be described by the 
movements of points that belong to the facial features such as 
eye brows, eyes, nose mouth and chin and analyzed by the 
relationships between those features in movements. Hence 
point based visual properties of facial expressions can then be 
used for facial gesture analysis. About 55% of human 
communication relies on facial expressions. The experiments 
were conducted with regard to facial recognition under 
expression changes by using parametric analysis based on 
statistical approach. Our experimental results are found to be 
very interesting and the predicted results are:  (i) Entropy and 
skewness of any image are inversely proportional to each 
other. (ii)  Higher the entropy value the lesser is the value of 
skewness and vice versa. (iii) Two out of the six graphs 
plotted shown exact variations in all parameters such as 
entropy, skewness. (iv) Thirty percent of the human faces 
posses similar changes with respect to these  set of faces as 
their expression changes and v) But, surprisingly in the case of 
kurtosis, majority of the graphs in both Indian and Japanese 
showed similar changes This shows that human brain does not 
depend on only the mathematical expressions that are used 
here but on something else while recognizing facial 
expressions. Even the natural expression on the face depends 
on the hardness of the skin and not just on the texture of the 
skin. More the hardness of the skin greater is the elasticity and 
lesser is the deformation. Harder the surface of the skin, lesser 
is the curvature developed and less is the change in intensity. 
If the change in intensity is less, the asymmetric distribution of 
pixels having certain intensity is less. This is very much true 
in cases when we compared kurtosis of Indian faces with 
kurtosis of Japanese faces. This should play a vital role in the 
designing of an intelligent system to recognize objects with 
sharp changes in appearance.  
 It was concluded that facial behaviors could also be used as 
another behavioral biometric for human identification and 
verification. The experimental results showed that a face 
recognition system with optimal design may eventually be 
developed, which is robust to the problem of facial expression 
changes.  There is a scope to find new algorithms and new 
methods which can help to design computer vision system.  
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